Children of the World

to the tune of 'Good King Wenceslas' Tune from the Piae Cantiones, 1582

Children of the World be bold,
Take our hands. We're legions.
We are strong and want real gold -
human evolution.
We are one in our great aim
Keep the planet healthy.
When we work in nature's name
we plan a future wealthy.

We are actors on life's stage
trying out a new play.
Where the theme is of our age
devoid of its clichés.
We are on a hero's quest
sourced in history's timeline.
Where we win by serving best
Nature's grand design.

Tales and myths are life in code
for our delectation.
When we want to make inroads
on our situation.
Frodo championed Middle Earth,
broke the Ring of Power.
Sam a friend of highest worth
And so all are ours.

Follow others of renown,
trace the way believed in.
Recreate our own home ground
as an earthly heaven.
Carson, Lovelock, John Muir too,
many more agreeing.
They speak up for what to do
their mindsets so far-seeing.
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